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Abstract

The Web is a universal repository of human knowledge and culture which has allowed unprecedented sharing of ideas and
information in a scale never seen before. It can also be considered as a universal digital library interconnecting digital libraries in
multiple domains and languages. Beside the advance of information technology, the global economy has also accelerated the
development of inter-organizational information systems. Managing knowledge obtained in multilingual information systems from
multiple geographical regions is an essential component in the contemporary inter-organization information systems. An
organization cannot claim itself to be a global organization unless it is capable to overcome the cultural and language barriers in
their knowledge management. Cross-lingual semantic interoperability is a challenge in multilingual knowledge management
systems. Dictionary is a tool that is widely utilized in commercial systems to cross the language barrier. However, terms available
in dictionary are always limited. As language is evolving, there are new words being created from time to time. For examples, there
are new technical terms and name entities such as RFID and Baidu. To solve the problem of cross-lingual semantic interoperability,
an associative constraint network approach is investigated to construct an automatic cross-lingual thesaurus. In this work, we have
investigated the backmarking algorithm and the forward evaluation algorithm to resolve the constraint satisfaction problem
represented by the associative constraint network. Experiments have been conducted and show that the forward evaluation
algorithm outperforms the backmarking one in terms of precision and recall but the backmarking algorithm is more efficient than
the forward evaluation algorithm. We have also benchmarked with our earlier technique, Hopfield network, and showed that the
associate constraint network (either backmarking or forward evaluation) outperforms in precision, recall, and efficiency.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the advance of information technology and the
global economy, organizations are now managing infor-
mation in multiple languages that may be generated or
gathered from multiple sources at different geographical
regions. Inevitably, users have to search across the lan-
guages to extract information to fulfill their information
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needs. Managing knowledge in monolingual documents
is not a trivial task. Multilingual knowledge manage-
ment further extends the problem with language barrier
among queries and documents.

The followings are some scenarios of the needs of
multilingual knowledge management:

1. The enterprise regional repository has a collection of
local monolingual documents but it supports employ-
ees from other branches of the enterprise at different
locations around the world. These employees may
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speak different languages. In this case, users may
submit a query in the language that they are familiar
with but not in the language of documents in the
regional repository. The queries must be translated
into the document language before retrieval.

2. The enterprise centralized repository has a collection
of multilingual documents and the documents are
organized in a hierarchical category tree. A regional
branch of the enterprise has a collection of local
documents recently aggregated from the local
sources. The chief knowledge officer wants to make
this collection of regional monolingual documents
available to all employees in the enterprise through
the centralized repository. In this case, we need to
map the regional documents of the local language to
the hierarchical category tree of the centralized
repository in which the organization of the documents
are conducted in different language.

In these scenarios, it is apparent that cross-lingual
information retrieval and cross-lingual text categoriza-
tion are important tasks in multilingual knowledge
management.

Cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) processes
a user query in one language and retrieves relevant
documents in other languages [11], [16]. Three major
approaches commonly employed for cross-lingual infor-
mation retrieval include controlled vocabulary, knowl-
edge-based, and corpus-based [11], [17]. The controlled
vocabulary approach adopts a predetermined set of
vocabularies for user queries and document indexing.
However, the retrieval effectiveness highly depends on
the selection of vocabularies. The knowledge-based ap-
proach adopts an ontology and dictionary to translate
queries from one language to another language. How-
ever, many technical terms, abbreviation, names of per-
sons, organizations, and events may not be included in
the dictionary. Translation can also be ambiguous in
some cases. The corpus-based approachmakes use of the
statistical information of term usage in a parallel or
comparable corpus to automatically construct a statisti-
cally based cross-lingual thesaurus to overcome the
limitations of knowledge-based approach.

Cross-lingual text categorization (CLTC) learns from
a set of training documents in one language and clas-
sifies new (i.e., unclassified) documents in other lan-
guages [1]. As with CLIR, the CLTC technique
proposed by Bel et al. [1] uses a cross-lingual thesaurus
for translations. On the basis of a particular term selec-
tion metric, their technique first selects the best k terms
per category from a set of preclassified documents in
language L1. Each set of terms then serves as the class
profile for the respective category. Afterward, with the
use of the cross-lingual thesaurus, a translation table
from L2 to L1 is constructed, comprising only those
terms in L1 that can be translated into the k terms
identified previously. Accordingly, the translation table
translates each unclassified document written in lan-
guage L2 into L1. Finally, on the basis of the similarity
between the class profiles and the translated feature
vector of each unclassified document, the document is
assigned to the closest category.

Evidently, the heart of multilingual knowledge man-
agement, including CLIR and CLTC, is the cross-lingual
semantic interoperability issue. In our previous work, the
cross-lingual semantic interoperability problem has been
modeled as a neural network (specifically, the Hopfield
network) [8], [9] to generate the cross-lingual thesaurus
[6], [17]. A cross-lingual concept space is a semantic
associate network consisting of concepts and related
concepts in multiple languages, and is computed based
on co-occurrence relationships from a parallel corpus
[5], [17]. As shown in Fig. 1, the documents in the
parallel corpus are first aligned to form document pairs
[7], [13]. Terms in L1 and L2 are then extracted [14],
[17]. Each document pair is considered as a unit in the
co-occurrence analysis. During the co-occurrence anal-
ysis, we compute the relevance weights between all pairs
of terms (term i and term j in either L1 and L2) denoted as
Wij. A meaningful and understandable concept space (a
network of terms and weighted associations) can
represent the concepts (terms) and their associations
for the underlying information space (i.e., documents in
the corpus) [4], [17]. Such cross-lingual concept space
overcomes the limitations of the traditional dictionary-
based approach of cross-lingual information retrieval
and text categorization.

The Hopfield network is a promising technique
in generating cross-lingual thesaurus as shown in our
previous work [6], [17]. The Hopfield network has two
phases, the storage phase and the retrieval phase. The
synaptic weights between neurons are generated in the
storage phase and the activation of neurons is applied in
the retrieval phase [2,3,17]. However, the Hopfield
network is rather weak in efficiency and consistency. The
convergence process in the Hopfield network is time
consuming. In some cases, it may not converge
especially when the parameters are not tuned appropri-
ately. The random processes in the Hopfield network
also cause the inconsistency. Results generated in
different convergence processes may be different. In
this work, we investigate the associate constraint
network approach to generate the cross-lingual thesaurus
based on the result of the co-occurrence analysis. Two



Fig. 1. Construction of a network of cross-lingual concepts from parallel corpus.
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constraint propagation techniques, backmarking and
forward evaluation, are compared in our experiments.

2. Cross-lingual thesaurus

In this research work, an associate constraint network
approach is utilized to simulate the associate memory
in a human brain in order to construct a cross-lingual
concept space. The associate constraint network is the
associate network of the extracted terms from a parallel
corpus [13] with constraints imposed on the nodes of
the associate network. Searching techniques are devel-
oped to search for a feasible solution that satisfies the
constraints in order to generate a cross-lingual thesaurus
for an input term in any languages.

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a problem
composed of a finite set of variables, each of which is
associated with a finite domain, and a set of constraints
that restricts the values that the variables can simulta-
neously take [12]. The task is to assign a value to each
variable satisfying all the constraints.

The construction of the cross-lingual thesaurus is
modeled as a constraint satisfaction problem [10,12,15]
and the constraints are depicted by the associate con-
straint network. The nodes of an associate constraint
network (x1, x2,…, xn) represent the extracted terms of
the parallel corpus, where xi can be a term in L1 and L2.
The values of the nodes are binary, xj={0, 1}:

• xj=1 if xj is a term in the cross-lingual concept space
and

• xj=0 if xj is not a term in the cross-lingual concept
space.

The arcs of the associate network represent the asso-
ciation between the extracted terms.

The constraint cj is applied on xj. A term, xj, is
considered to be relevant to the other terms in the
thesaurus if the sum of the associate weights between
the other terms and itself is sufficiently large; otherwise,
it should not be included in the thesaurus. cj is given as
below.

xj ¼
1

Xn
i¼1;ipj

Wijxi z threshold

0
Xn

i¼1;ipj

Wijxi b threshold

8>>><
>>>:

where Wij denotes the relevance weight from node i to
node j, Node i and node j can be terms in L1 and L2, and
n is the number of nodes in the network.



Fig. 2. An illustration of associate constraint network with four nodes,
x1 to x4, representing terms in L1 and L2.
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The threshold is determined empirically based on the
distribution of relevance weights Wij. Moreover, Wij is
derived as follows:

Wij ¼

XN
k¼1

dkij

PN
k¼1

dki

where N is the number of document pairs in the parallel
corpus.

dki ¼ tfki � logðN=dfi � liÞ where li is the length of term i

dkij ¼ tfkij � logN=dfij

where tfkij is the minimum of term frequency of
term i and term frequency of term j in document pair
k and dfij is the document frequency of term i and
term j.

The constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) for
constructing a cross-lingual thesaurus is then defined
in terms of the node consistency and the satisfaction
of the associate constraint network as follows:

Definition 1. Node consistency

xj is consistent if and only if cj is satisfied in the
associate constraint network.

Definition 2. Associate constraint network satisfaction

The associate constraint network is satisfied if and
only if all nodes in the associate constraint network are
consistent and

X
j
xjbC

where C is a threshold and determined statistically
based on the distribution of an input concept and their
associated concepts.

A solution to a CSP is an assignment of a value
from its domain to every variable, in such a way that
every constraint is satisfied. A solution tuple of a CSP
is a compound label for all those variables which
satisfy all the constraints [12]. Fig. 2 illustrates an
associate constraint network. In this network, there are
four nodes representing four terms in either L1 and L2.
The directed arcs correspond to the relevance weights
from one term to another. The relevance weights for
the associate constraint network in Fig. 2 are given in
Table 1.
One simple approach to find a solution tuple is use
of the exhaustive search. Table 2 illustrates 4 possible
tuples for the associate constraint network illustrated
in Fig. 2, {x1 =1, x2=0, x3=0, x4=0}, {x1=1, x2 =1,
x3 =0, x4=0}, {x1=1, x2=0, x3=1, x4=0}, {x1 =1,
x2 =1, x3=1, x4 =0}. Assuming threshold=0.7 and
C=3, only {x1 =1, x2=1, x3 =0, x4=0} is a solution
tuple in which x1, x2, x3 and x4 are all consistent and
x1 +x2+ x3+ x4b3. For the other three tuples, either one
or more nodes are inconsistent and/or x1+ x2+ x3+
x4≥3. When the size of the associate constraint
network is small, the exhaustive search is computa-
tionally feasible because the number of possible
solution tuples is manageable. However, in a practical
case, the number of nodes extracted from a parallel
corpus is typically several thousands. As the associate
constraint network expands, the computational cost of
the exhaustive search increases exponentially. As a
result, the exhaustive search in an associate constraint
network becomes impractical to find a solution tuple
when generating a cross-lingual thesaurus.

Solutions to CSPs can be found efficiently and ef-
fectively by searching systematically through possible
assignments of values to variables. The searching algo-
rithms can be categorized into two major schemes:
backtracking scheme and look-ahead scheme. The back-
marking algorithm, a typical backtracking strategy, con-
tinues to search for a solution until an infeasible solution
is determined. When an infeasible solution is found,
it backtracks to the previous assignment that has caused
the infeasibility. Such assignment will be marked
and then it continues to search for an alternative solution.
The searching continues until a feasible solution is



Table 1
Relevance weights,Wij, for the association constraint network in Fig. 2

W12 0.8
W13 0.1
W14 0.2
W21 0.7
W23 0.4
W24 0.1
W31 0.3
W32 0.4
W34 0.1
W41 0.1
W42 0.2
W43 0.1
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determined. A backmarking algorithm is investigated in
this work.

An alternative approach is the look-ahead scheme.
Look-ahead scheme detects the inconsistency earlier
than backtracking scheme and thus it allows branches of
the search tree that will lead to failure to be pruned
earlier than with look-back schemes. It reduces the
search tree. It is reasonable to assume that the forward
evaluation is more efficient than the backmarking
because the search tree is pruned and therefore the
search space is smaller. However, the efficiency also
depends on the computational cost of the evaluation
process and the amount of the search tree is pruned. A
Table 2
Illustrations of solution tuples for the associate constraint network in Fig. 2

x1=1, x2=0, x3=0, x4=0

P4
i¼1;ip1

Wi1xi ¼ 0
x1 is inconsistent

P4
i¼1;ip2

Wi2xi ¼ 0:8 x2 is inconsistent

P4
i¼1;ip3

Wi3xi ¼ 0:1

P4
i¼1;ip4

Wi4xi ¼ 0:2

x1=1, x2=0, x3=1, x4=0

P4
i¼1;ip1

Wi1xi ¼ 0:3
x1 is inconsistent

P4
i¼1;ip2

Wi2xi ¼ 1:2 x2 is inconsistent

P4
i¼1;ip3

Wi3xi ¼ 0:1 x3 is inconsistent

P4
i¼1;ip4

Wi4xi ¼ 0:3
forward evaluation algorithm is also investigated in
this work. We are interested in identifying if the
forward evaluation is more efficient than the back-
marking. In addition, we are also interested to determine
whether the forward evaluation produces better cross-
lingual thesaurus because less relevant terms are pruned
without any consideration as part of the cross-lingual
thesaurus.

3. Search strategies in associate constraint network

Given an associate constraint network and an input
term xi, the searching algorithm exploits the associate
constraint network and determines the cross-lingual
thesaurus of xi (specifically, a set of terms in another
language associated to xi).

Backtracking and lookahead are two major search
strategies in solving constraint network problem. The
backtracking strategy (e.g., the backmarking propaga-
tion algorithm) checks the compatibility of the new
assignment. If the new assignment is incompatible, it is
rejected. Such assignment will be marked and an alter-
native assignment will be searched. On the other hand,
the lookahead strategy (e.g., the forward evaluation
algorithm) checks forward to see if the current
assignment may cause future incompatibility instead of
continuing the iterations until an incompatible assign-
ment is found.
x1=1, x2=1, x3=0, x4=0

P4
i¼1;ip1

Wi1xi ¼ 0:7

P4
i¼1;ip2

Wi2xi ¼ 0:8

P4
i¼1;ip3

Wi3xi ¼ 0:5

P4
i¼1;ip4

Wi4xi ¼ 0:3

x1=1, x2=1, x3=1, x4=0

P4
i¼1;ip1

Wi1xi ¼ 1:0

P4
i¼1;ip2

Wi2xi ¼ 1:2

P4
i¼1;ip3

Wi3xi ¼ 0:5 x3 is inconsistent

P4
i¼1;ip4

Wi4xi ¼ 0:4



Fig. 3. Illustration of backmarking in associate constraint network.
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In this section, we first introduce the backmarking
algorithm and provide an illustration.

Backmarking

1. Initialization
xi=1
xj=0 ∀j, j≠ i
yj=0 ∀j
t=0
2. Generate a potential solution

t= t+1

vj ¼
Xn
i¼0;ipj

Wijxi

xk ¼ 1 where k ¼ ArgMax
j;xk¼0

vj and xk is not marked in the memory

yt=k
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3. Determine if a solution is found
IF the associate constraint network is satisfied

The solution is equal to the current tuple
ELSE IF an infeasible solution is found

xk=0
yt=0
t= t−1
Mark xk in the memory
IF ∀xk are marked

Unmarked ∀xk in the memory
xyt−1=0
yt−1=0
t= t−1
Mark xyt−1 in the memory

ELSE
Go back to Step 2

For example, as illustrated in Fig. 3, partial associate
constraint networks in a few iterations are presented
(due the limitation of space). Given x3=Baidu, x10=
(i.e., Baidu in Hong Kong translation), x15=search
engine, x17=Google, x33= (i.e., search engine in
HongKong translation), x35= (i.e., search engine
in Mainland China translation), x43=WWW, and x49=
electronic commerce. Let x3 be the input term and is
initialized to 1 while all others are initialized to 0. In Step
2, x10 is set to 1 and y1 is set to 10 because v10=W3,10 is
the largest. {Baidu, } is a partial solution. The
associate constraint network is not satisfied yet but the
current solution is a feasible partial solution. The
algorithm goes back to Step 2. At this iteration, x15 is
set to 1 and y2 is set to 15 because v15=W3,15+W10,15 is
the largest. The partial solution now becomes {Baidu,

, search engine} which is feasible but does not satisfy
the associate constraint network. The partial solutions in
the next few iterations are {Baidu, , search engine,
WWW}, {Baidu, , search engine, WWW, electronic
commerce} and finally an infeasible solution is found.
Based on the marking, we backtrack to the partial solution
{Baidu, , search engine, WWW}. Since all the other
possible partial solutions generated from {Baidu, ,
search engine, WWW} are infeasible, we backtrack to
{Baidu, , search engine} and identify {Baidu, ,
search engine, }. In one further iteration, the
solution is found as {Baidu, , search engine, ,

}. As illustrated, the backmarking algorithm
continues to search for a solution until an infeasible
solution is found. It marks the node that causes the
infeasibility and backtracks to the previous partial
solution. A partial solution is a tuple that does not satisfy
the associate constraint network but does not cause any
infeasibility.
The forward evaluation algorithm is proposed to
detect the possible infeasibility in advance so that in-
appropriate assignment of irrelevant terms to the cross-
lingual concept space can be avoided before efforts have
been wasted on searching. The forward evaluation algo-
rithm is presented as follow:

Forward evaluation

1. Initialization
xi=1
xj=0 ∀j, j≠ i
yj=0 ∀j
t=0

2. Generate a potential solution

t= t+1

vj ¼
Xn

i¼0;i pj

Wijxi

xk ¼ 1 where k ¼ Arg Max
j; xk¼0

vj and xk is not marked in the memory

yt=k

3. Evaluating forward
Z=the number of node j with relevance weightsWkj that
is higher than thresholdhigh
Z′=the number of node j with relevance weights Wji
that is lower than thresholdlow
IF Z−Z′ is small and Z is large

xk=0
yt=0
t= t−1
Mark xk, in the memory
Go back to Step 2

4. Determine if a solution is found
IF the associate constraint network is satisfied

The solution is equal to the current tuple
ELSE IF an infeasible solution is found

xk=0
yt=0
t= t−1
Mark xk in the memory
IF ∀xk are marked

Unmarked ∀xk in the memory
xyt−1=0
yt−1=0
t= t−1
Mark xyt−1 in the memory

ELSE
Go back to Step 2



Table 4
Precision and recall of Hopfield network, backmarking and forward
evaluation

Hopfield Network Associate constraint network

Backmarking Forward evaluation

Precision 0.84 0.89 0.96
Recall 0.80 0.82 0.89

Fig. 4. Illustration of forward evaluation.
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Using the earlier example, when the partial solution is
{Baidu, , search engine, WWW}, the forward
evaluation identifies that x43 (WWW) may cause
infeasibility and immediately back track to the partial
solution {Baidu, , search engine} as shown in Fig. 4.
It is because there are large number of nodes with W43,j

higher than thesholdhigh (as illustrated by the arcs pointing
from x43 to x49, x31, and x7) and there are large number of
nodes withWj,3 lower than thresholdlow (as illustrated by
the arcs pointing from x49, x31, and x7 to x3). “WWW”
may make many less relevant terms as part of the partial
solution in the next few iterations. The consistencies of
these irrelevant terms cannot be maintained; however, the
summation of xi will eventually greater than C.

4. Experiment

We have conducted an experiment to measure the
performance of the associate constraint network in gen-
erating an automatic cross-lingual thesaurus. Its perfor-
mance is also compared with the previous technique,
Hopfield network.

The data used in the experiment is collected from the
Hong Kong government press releases available in the
government Web site. Statistics of the corpus is presented
in Table 3.

10 subjects were invited from an engineering depart-
ment to participate in the experiment.All subjects are fluent
in both English and Chinese languages. Two evaluation
sessions are assigned to each subject. The objective of the
Table 3
Statistics of the corpus

Number of English and Chinese pairs of document 2548
Number of terms extracted 9222
Number of English terms 3635
Number of Chinese terms 5597
first session is to measure the precision of the cross-lingual
thesaurus while the objective of the second session is for
measuring the recall of the cross-lingual thesaurus.

In the first session, fifty terms (again, twenty-five
terms are English and twenty-five terms are Chinese)
were randomly selected as input to the Hopfield network
and associate constraint network using backmarking and
forward evaluation. The input terms and the results
generated by the three methods are presented to the
subjects. Ten percent of noise termswere added to reduce
the bias of the automatically generated result. The order
of the terms extracted by the three methods was
randomized so that the subjects were not able to identify
the source of any terms. The subjects were asked whether
the terms were relevant to the input term and marked the
translated term if it could be identified. The precision rate
was then computed as the number of retrieved relevant
terms divided by the number of retrieved term.

In the second session, fifty terms (twenty-five terms are
English and twenty-five terms are Chinese)were randomly
selected but not necessary the same as those used in the
first session. The subjects were asked to suggest relevant
terms according to their experience and knowledge. The
recall rate was computed as the number of retrieved
relevant terms divided by the number of relevant terms.

The result is presented in Tables 4 and 5. It is found that
the forward evaluation outperforms the backmarking in
both precision and recall and the backmarking outper-
forms the Hopfield network in both precision and recall.
In terms of precision and recall, forward evaluation of
associate constraint network is the best. It shows that the
forward evaluation is able to prune the less relevant terms
in the process of generating the solution and therefore the
final precision and recall of the solution is the best among
all methods. The backmarking only backtracks to the
previous partial solution whenever it finds an infeasible
solution; however, the previous partial solution may still
Table 5
Efficiency of Hopfield network, backmarking and forward evaluation

Hopfield
network

Associate constraint network

Backmarking Forward evaluation

Efficiency 49 s 20 s 36 s
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include terms that are not so relevant. In terms of
efficiency, the backmarking of associate constraint
network is the best while the Hopfield network is the
worst. The forward evaluation is not as efficient as the
backmarking because the forward evaluation conducts the
evaluation process in every iteration and such evaluation
process is rather time consuming. As the number of
iterations increase, the amount of time to search the
solution tuple increases.

5. Conclusion

Multilingual knowledge management is an important
issue as a result of the globalization of economy and the
advance of the Internet. In the global enterprise, infor-
mation is collected or generated from different sources
with multiple languages. The knowledge management
systems are supporting users who are only familiar with
one or a few languages but the knowledge or information
that support their information needs are available in many
other languages that the users are not familiar with. To
manage the knowledge that is obtained from documents
in different languages is not an easy task. The major
challenge in multilingual knowledge management is the
cross-lingual semantic interoperability problem. In this
work, we have investigated the associate constraint
network approach to construct the cross-lingual thesaurus.
Two searching techniques, backmarking and forward
evaluation, are considered. The experimental result
shows that the associate constraint network approach
outperforms the Hopfield network, a technique we have
previously investigated, in terms of precision, recall and
efficiency. Comparing between backmarking and forward
evaluation of the associate constraint network approach,
forward evaluation achieves higher precision and recall
but it is less efficient. Given the automatic technique
to construct cross-lingual thesaurus, it is promising to
resolve the cross-lingual interoperability problem in
multilingual knowledge management. The cross-lingual
thesaurus can be used to expand queries from one lan-
guage to another language so that users may be able to
search across the language boundary. Besides, the cross-
lingual thesaurus can be used to relate the terms in text
categories of different languages to support the cross-
lingual text categorization.
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